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Fall 2021 Issue

Letter from the Editor

The year 2021 has proven to be continuously difficult for many
as we are still in the midst of a global pandemic with many developing nations still in need of vaccines while lacking the medical infrastructure to obtain, transport, and administer them.
Sometimes we forget that the world doesn’t revolve around the
US and as I write, the majority of the planet is struggling severely whether it’s economically,
socially, or in terms of climate change. It is important that we,
as Americans remain humble and honor those around us, be
kind and careful, and spread love with a generous heart. In the
spirit of LatinX heritage month and día de los muertos, we light
a candle for all those we have lost, not only in mourning but
also in celebration of their beautiful lives.
Crystal Lynn Pérez
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QOS STAFF

Crystal Lynn Pérez is in her last semester here at NEIU majoring in English and
minoring in Linguistics. She is proud to represent and lead the QOS team whom
are filled with passionate, talented, and dedicated members. She hopes to continue
honoring the great legacy of the Que Ondee Sola organization.
Editor in Chief,
Writer

Visual Arts Editor,
Writer, Illustrator

Archives Manager,
Writer

Writer

Special Features Ediutor,
Writer, Photographer

Layout Designer,
Illustrator, Writer

Andrea Mendoza is a senior majoring in Economics, with a minor in Psychology.
Her passion for art led her to explore roles at NEIU’s Media Board where she could
exercise her creativity. She started painting at the age of 12, and acrylic paint continues to be her preferred medium. Que Onde Sola has provided her with an opportunity to express herself artistically, but also to give back to the NEIU community,
whom she considers to be a lifelong family.
Robert Johnson is a student of History and Sociology at NEIU, currently completing research on the history of Puerto Rican student activism in Chicago during the
1970s. His personal mission is to uncover and to preserve history in its necessary
complexity, avoiding clean narratives that erase lived truths. His other research interests have brought him not just to Puerto Rico, but also Cuba, México, Colombia,
and numerous countries in Europe.
Kelvin Trejo is an immigrant from Honduras. He began his education with English as a Second Language classes in the Adult Education program of the College
of Lake County in 2012. Kelvin obtained his High School Equivalency certificate in
2014 and later graduated with an Associate in business in 2019. Kelvin is a Senior
majoring in Human Resource Development, with a minor in Spanish here at NEIU.
Kelvin has been a very active student participating in different student’s activities
while working hard to manage school, work, and family responsibilities.
Almudena Yebra Romanillos, is a Spanish student of History and Journalism.
Majoring in Communication at NEIU she also writes for NEIU Independent. Almudena is passionate about the common cultural heritage between Spain and Latin
America and is especially interested in art and literature. She also has written poems
for the Spanish literary magazine La Disidencia Cultural, and for the Mexican literary magazine Campos de Plumas.
Savannah Owens is majoring in Graphic Design and minoring in Photography. She
was a transfer student during the Fall 2021 semester and is very involved in all of
the Media Organizations here at NEIU. She creates illustrations for the newspaper
and magazines and also is the Assistant Production Manager. In her free time she
likes to create art with a focus in graphite, charcoal and ink.
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Tyler Luzietti
Contributing Writer

Erica Velasquez
Contributing Writer

Tamara Montes de Oca majored in Communication, Media and Theater at NEIU. She joined
QOS to utilize her passion for writing and photography to shine light on and to tell the stories of
underrepresented communities. Through QOS, she aims to deliver valuable information and resources to the people who need it the most. She dreams of creating a career in photojournalism.
Contributing
Writer

Contributing Writer

Itzel Linares, transfered to NEIU in the Fall 2020 semester, in which she’s pursuing a Bachelors
degree in Spanish with a minor in Korean. She’s the current President of the Undocumented,
Resilient, and Organized club, as well as the Secretary for Student Government Association. As
a first generation immigrant student, she’s had to figure out higher education by herself, which
wasn’t easy, but that is why it’s her goal to provide a safe space where students don’t have to worry
about their status, as well as advocating for their needs at the university.

Ankush Vyas is a student at NEIU majoring in Accounting and minoring in Sociology. He is also
the Editor-in-Chief of NEIU Independent and has worked extensively with the establishment
of the NEIU Student Media Board that provides self-governance, financial, technical, advisory,
administrative support and long-range planning assistance for all recognized and new incoming media outlets. Apart from academic involvement, Ankush is a skilled enthusiastic front-end
developer who loves creating websites and developing content for businesses and cherishes leisure
activities such as studying, watching anime and playing video games.
Contributing Writer
Alec Sancen is a junior at Northeastern Illinois University. He transferred in the fall of 2021 and
is pursuing an Interdisciplinary Degree. Alec’s passion for video games leads him to create pieces
highlighting impactful video games, games with political and social commentary, behind the
scenes of the gaming industry, investigating any social injustice, new developments in the industry, and essential individuals in power.
Contributing Writer

Dennis Sagel has an extensive media and community organizing background in areas
including journalism, arts, events programming and social advocacy. Dennis has been
working in event production, journalism, radio, engineering, mentoring students, volunteer management, theatre and community organizing with multiple media outlets and
several arts organizations in the Chicago community and several universities including
Northeastern Illinois University.

Media Advisor
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URO Organization

Mission Statement:

We are the Undocumented, Resilient, and Organized Club, and we believe in the power and potential of students –
demanding full education, full access to resources and participation in All programs at NEIU, no matter students’
immigration status. Our goals are to provide a safe space, and access to resources, leadership opportunities and
a strong network of support to ensure students’ success in and out of school. URO is an organization of Undocumented and fellow students that continue to challenge the denial of resources and programs to undocumented
students at NEIU. It is an ongoing struggle, which everyone is invited to join and help make NEIU a TRUE and
better welcoming institution for All students no matter their or their families‘ immigration status.
My name is Diana Bahena! I am 20 years old. I am a single
mother and determined to embrace what life’s opportunities
have to give. I am undocumented and know the struggles of
living in a time where being undocumented seems to take
control of ones life. Through URO I want to help others alike
by bringing a close community and show that we are in control, we have opportunities, so let’s take them back together!
Through URO one of my goals is that I would like to keep allies
informed. Building a better community takes everyone to be involved! Staying resourceful, giving back to others, and learning
together. I am a graduate from Wright College,aspiring to be an
English Professor! I am also a Student Ambassador!

URO Treasurer

Vice President of URO

My name is Josselyn Cruz. I am currently the
Vice President of Undocumented, Resilient, and
Organized (URO) Club. I am a transfer student
from Oakton Community College. I am an ally
for undocumented students. It is important that I
provide a safe space and welcoming environment
in order for students to address any issues or concerns. I also provide resources in order to address
student’s needs.

My name is Kathy Reyes Hernandez, and I am currently a senior at NEIU pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology. This
semester I am working for the Student Counseling Services
as a Peer Wellness Coach assisting students in accomplishing
their academic, social, and personal goals. In my new role as
the Marketing and Communications Manager for the URO
student club, I am responsible for managing the external
communications for the club. I am currently designing and
promoting content that includes social media posts and printed materials for URO. My goal is to continue to collaborate
with the executive board, the members of the URO club, and
other allies on campus to advocate on the behalf of undocumented students. I also strive to build community and engage
with other student groups/organizations on and off-campus.

Communications and Marketing Manager
Itzel Linares, pronouns she/they. I transfered to NEIU in
the Fall 2020 semester,in which I’m pursuing my Bachelors
degree in Spanish with a minor in Korean. I’m the current
President of the Undocumented, Resilient, and Organized
club, as well as the Secretary for Student Government Association. On top of being a fulltime student, they work part-time
in the Division of Student Affairs as the Student Social Media
Ambassador. As a first generation immigrant student, I’ve had
to figure out higher education by myself, which isn’t easy, but
that is why it is my goal to provide a safe space where students
don’t have to worry about their status, as well as advocating
for our needs at the university.

Current URO President

Contact Information:
uroneiu@gmail.com
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Profile of Luvia Moreno

by Itzel Linares

Over the years, Northeastern Illinois University has made significant
progress in eliminating barriers for undocumented students, and it is
important to highlight the activism of the founders of the Undocumented, Resilient, and Organized (URO) student club, which was the catalyst
for the creation of visible systems of support for undocumented students
across the University.
With the creation of the Undocumented Student Resources through my
position as Director, we strive to continue addressing the concerns, needs
and development of our undocumented students, and the faculty and
staff who work with them on a daily basis. We do this by providing students with one-on-one life advising, connecting students with University
and external resources, providing purposeful programing, training our
faculty and staff, connecting with community based organizations and
immigration experts, establishing connections with high schools and
community colleges, and sharing our best practices with other institutions of higher education.
To learn more about Undocumented Student Resource, please visit our
webiste, or visit me in the third floor of Building C of the Main Campus. To arrange an in-person or telephone conversation, call me at
(773) 442-4601 or email me at lu-moreno@neiu.edu.
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I Thought I was Alone
By: Tamara Montes De Oca

Back in 2009, I was 17 years old and a Freshman at Northeastern Illinois University. Being the
first one in my family to go to college, I began my journey at NEIU without a clue how to navigate
through this experience. I also was undocumented which made me ineligible to apply for financial
assistance (FAFSA) to pay for my education. I felt alone honestly, I had a hard time asking for help or
knowing what to ask. I chose to cope with the mental exhaustion by hiding my immigration status to
protect myself from being treated differently.
It wasn’t until years later that I that I stumbled upon a flier for the Undocumented Resilient & Organized club at the NEIU Student Union that I realized that I wasnt as alone as I thought. I had to build
up the courage to attend a meeting because ‘outing’ myself to a group of strangers was the last thing
I wanted to do. It actually turned out to be far from that, instead I met some of the most passionate
intelectuals I had ever surrounded my self with, who were also undocumented students and allys. We
connected because we shared similar experiences and dreams of creating a space for us at NEIU to unapologetically exist. It was a fresh breath of air to know that I wasn’t alone. URO was my safe place and
as a community helped me get access to resources otherwise I wouldn’t have known about.
In 2016, I was invited to participate in the “Coming Out” event hosted by URO. It took alot in me to
finally share my story but it was one of the most liberating things I’ve done in my life. It freed me from
the years of hiding and in that moment I embraced all of me.I don’t know how much longer I would
have hid if it wasn’t for the encouragement of my URO family.
One of my favorite memories with URO was celebrating my graduation and being gifted a stole to
wear across stage with the words ‘Undocumented, Resilient and Organized’ embroided on it. It was so
touching to have that kind of support and be surrounded by an uplifting community cheering me on.
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Scan QR Code For Links to Resources

I invite you all NEIU and future students are undocumented, DACAmented or an ally to find a
community in URO, because you’re not alone in the struggle. You don’t have to suffer in silence.
So many new resources have bloomed out of the efforts of many before me and after me and
significant progress in eliminating barriers for undocumented students to find resources. Some
resources that are available now for qualifying NEIU students to take advantage of include:
Uncodumented Student Resources: at NEIU aims to provide undocumented students with the
tools and resources they need to pursue their education and provide staff with information to
better assist undocumented students. On this site you can learn if you are eligible to pay in-state
tuition, find talent, merit, and foundation scholarships, campus resources and Community Resources.
Student Emergency Fund: The Student Emergency Fund was created to provide limited emergency
financial support to currently enrolled students and will be provided to those personally and economically affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. To apply you must be currently enrolled at NEIU
and attending the semester in which the funds are being requested. Must also be degree-seeking
and in good academic standing. Students with questions should email student-affairs@neiu.edu or
call (773) 442-4600
Illinois Student Assistance (ISAC): The Retention of Illinois Students & Equity (RISE) Act allows
eligible undocumented students and transgender students disqualified from federal financial aid
to apply for state financial aid. Visit https://www.isac.org/Alternative-Application to see if you
qualify.
Peer Wellness Coach Program: The primary goal of the PWC program is to provide students
with a personal coach to assist them in accomplishing their academic, social, and personal goals.
Coaches are sponsored students that have been trained and are sponsored by Student Counseling
Services and Student Affairs. DACAmented coaches are also available this Fall 2021 and Spring
2021. You can schedule an appointment by contacting Student Counseling Services at counsect@
neiu.edu or (773) 442-4650.
Ally Training for Faculty and Staff: The Undocumented Student Ally Training is offered twice each
semester and it is designed to provide faculty and staff with information and resources to better
assist undocumented students at Northeastern. Visit this site to learn when the next Ally training
session will be.
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LATIN X HERITAGE
MONTH PLAYLIST
Spotify

Music for Hispanic/Latin@/x
American Heritage Month 2021.
Featuring music from a wide range of
Latin musicians. Created by NEIU’s
very own, Derek Ramos!
Derek Ramos is a member of Pinoy
Club, the Filipino Student
Association.

Youtube

Go check out the following QR Codes
to the collaborative playlists on
Spotify and Youtube!
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Play Ball

What is school to you when you got a lot on your mind
And you lose track of time when you’re lost
But you find a kind heart to guide you back to the basic
Even if you have to trace the underline
The underlying theme is that your placement is just a place in time
You may stay in the basement but that is where they keep the wine
Stay in the game kid, it’s not whether you win or lose, in life
sometimes it’s just what the spinner choose’
But give it your best try, that’s what I think
To some it amazes, to others it stinks
But how do you feel inside
That is what matter
We all deserve a turn to learn to swing it like a batter. Play Ball.

-Tyler Luzietti

Lamento Borincano

By: Crystal Lynn Pérez

¡Oye! Taínos…
¡Oye el grito sangriento
De dos almas gemelas!
Dos almas nombrados
Yasmin y Gyovanny…
Almas que hemos fallado,
Mientras observábamos y
Grabábamos sus salvajes muertos…
Mientras tanto, la bandera
Borincana ondeaba lentamente~ ~ ~
Por el viento aullante~ ~ ~
¿No era que defendíamos los nuestros?
Por mucho ha sangrado nuestra tierra,
Para entonces apuntarnos el uno al otro…
¡Nuestros ancestros no eran así!
Eliminándose uno por uno entre sí…
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photo via CC, Amaury Laportte.

Suicide: How can we help?
By: Erica Velasquez
Suicide and Depression is difficult to see. It could happen to anyone just like the virus. But if not treated or
addressed it can be fatal. In society the topic of suicide has rarely been in conversations. We live in a world
where we talk about the latest trends,celebrities, and covid. If suicide is one of the leading causes of death in
the United States then why don’t we talk about it that much?
Suicide can be a tough subject to talk about. Many people don’t like to admit that they are depressed or sad. It
can be hard to talk about vulnerable subjects. We might feel that licensed therapists are responsible for talking
someone out of suicide and reducing thier depression. We can help licensed therapists by advocating help. A
majority of people don’t ask for help but are in need of it. How can we know if our friends, family or strangers
are suicidal and depressed?
The good news is that there are behaviors that will help us tell if someone is depressed or suicidal. Some of
the behaviors are anger, isolation, feelings of hopelessness, and threatening to hurt themselves. I have taken
training to become a Mental Health First Aid. I have learned how to be more empathic and supportive to
those in crisis. It’s okay to ask someone if they have thoughts of suicide. People want to talk about their feelings and don’t know how to talk about suicide. Getting trained to know how to respond will show us how to
help others. Anyone can be a Mental Health First Aid by getting trained online. A great resource that is in
english and spanish is the mentalhealthfirstaid.org. This will prepare you to react when a crisis happens. The
action plan in Mental Health First Aid will give you strategies and information. People who are suffering with
suicidal thoughts and depression could be your family and friends. You will know how to help them because
of knowledge and training. Not many people seek help and we need to be advocates to encourage hope for
those who are hopeless.
About the writer:
She grew up in Waukegan, IL with her parents and 2 siblings. At the age of 15 she began experiencing feelings
of depression and suicide ideation, which were caused by traumatic events, particularly sexual harrassment
from peers, peer pressure from parents and feelings of inadequacy.
Due to her environment, she didn’t feel like her feelings were being accepted or validated. She began to seek
help at the age of 22, after going to college and taking a psychology course. She felt more connected and
sought out counseling on her own without talking to her parents. Her parents never knew that she was going
to counseling, because they were not supportive of the importance of mental health. I attribute this to their
lack of education, which was not their fault, and I had to learn to forgive them, despite their lack of education.
Today, she no longer has a desire to end her life. She is helping young adults to overcome depression and
suicide ideation. She is certified in “young mental health first aid”, helping young adults. God and prayer have
helped her to see life on the brighter side, and to have hope to live. She hopes that when she shares her story
it will be a story of hope, that if God could help her overcome depression and sucide, God can also help them
too. She has learned that people don’t really want to end their lives, they want to end the pain. It is ok to seek
help, you are not a burden and there is hope.
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
Hours: Available 24 hours. Languages: English, Spanish.
800-273-8255

https://www.mentalhealthfirstaid.org
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By: Crystal Lynn Pérez

Kristen Robinson
I recently interviewed Maria Robinson, the mother of Kristen Robinson, who is a gorgeous
Afro-Latina and an extremely intelligent, positive and independent 16 year old girl. Kristen is the
best friend of my cousin Giulyanna Gamero and they share an impenetrable bond akin to that of a
sisterhood. They attended high school together in the Illinoisan suburb of Rockford which is about
two hours away from Chicago. Kristen has been writing short stories since before she was three years
old and her mom still has many of them saved and Kristen was even
planning on publishing a book! Her dreams were to pursue journalism as she loves writing poetry, editing, and even writing movie
scripts! Not only is she talented in authorship but she is talented in
music as well as she has taught herself how to play the piano and guitar. When she was still in high school she was also part of her school’s
key club which was a club dedicated to fostering leadership skills in
students with activities such as cleaning parts of the city and visiting
nursing homes. She used to help her mother cook, clean, and take
care of her little brother Emmanuel who is 7 years old all on her own
will, I mean, how many teenagers can really say that about
themselves?
This is who Kristen is, not the disease she was diagnosed with
in the year 2021 of autoimmune encephalitis. This is a rare and often misdiagnosed disease that is
treatable if targeted early and with proper treatment but it can be lifelong. The disease has left her
unable to speak, even if just one word, as well as move, and eat without guidance. The symptoms are
similar to that of dementia and Alzheimers and her mother is
desperately searching for an affordable treatment but the rejection of treatment coverage by their
greedy insurance provider is preventing this young and beautiful
teenager from recovering her life. The international autoimmune
encephalitis society has been supporting the Robinson family with
informative resources as well as emotional support. I, my cousin
Giulyanna, and aunt Soe have been emotionally
supporting the Robinson family as well and we ask that our readers
keep Kristen in their prayers.
Healthcare is a human right and in the richest country in the world
we should be able to protect every American life. There are far too
many Kristens’ in this country and it is a national tragedy.
I only hope that we can help Kristen before it’s too late…
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Las hijas del mar y el sol

16

Mi Grandma Gladys Morales, la que me enseñó a cocinar,
La que me enseñó a limpiar, cosechar, y…sobrevivir…
La que me crió y me enseñó, morales—
Durante los veranos borinqueños llenos de brisas caribeñas,
Durante la cosecha de guineos, mangoses, y habichuelas
Éramos contentas yo y ella. Ella, y yo.
Dos jibaras, simplemente viviendo bajo el sol resplandeciente
Y entre la costa brava del mar taíno,
Olas rozando las memorias. las memorias que lo lleva el viento
Por lo profundo de la selva, donde se escuchan los arrullos…
Los arrullos plácidos…
Del coquí…
Atentamente, la hija del mar y el sol

By: Crystal Lynn Pérez

photo via CC, cogito ergo imago, “Rincon, Puerto Rico

Women
Women of
of Gaming
Gaming
By: Alec Sancen
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Women have also had a vital role in society: writers, chefs, businesswomen, entrepreneurs, artists, and gamers.
Women have been video game developers since 1964, but few have had their work recognized for their contribution to growing and revamping the gaming industry. This article hopes to acknowledge a few women in the
industry. Some are developers, journalists, pro gamers, or entertainers.
It is coming off the trail of the two-year investigation of Activision Blizzard for sexual harassment, abuse, gender discrimination, and suicide, most of the victims being women. This investigation is one of the worst cases of
workplace sexual abuse since Harvey Weinstein and Hollywood’s sexual abuse in 2017. Activision Blizzard is a
juggernaut in the gaming industry, having created World of Warcraft, Overwatch, Diablo, and many more highly
rated games. Now more than ever, it is crucial to let the spotlight shine on the women who create unique interactive art pieces for our entertainment.
Se-Yeon is better known as ‘GeMegan Fox is the founder of
Tina Amini has been the Edigui.’ Gegui is a pro gamer from
Glass Bottom Games. It is rare
tor-in-shift at IGN since 2018.
Korea and was the first woman
to see a woman be a founder of
For over ten years, Amini has also
pro-gamer for the Overwatch
game development, but Fox took
worked for companies like IGN,
League on Shanghai Dragons. She
a chance and has made awesome
Mashable, and Kotaku, two masis also the first female to be signed
games. These include SkateBIRD,
sively important gaming news
on an Apex team, ROX Orcas.
Spartan Fist, and Hot Tin Roof:
outlets. Amini has written articles
Geguri Was accused of cheating,
The Cat That Wore a Fedora. Fox
like “iPhone Platforming doesn’t
using an aim not, but she proved
is an inspiration for any entreSuck In League Of Evil 2” for
that her skill was her own. This acpreneur, but a great game develKotaku back in 2012. “Hacking
cusation only happened because
oper, with “SkateBIRD” and “Hit
your NES Classic could also ruin
she was a 17-year-old female.
Tin Roof: The Cat That Wore a
it” for Mashable in 2017. She was
After all, males younger than
Fedora” both receiving “mostalso part of hour-long news upher don’t get the same treatment.
ly positive” reviews on Steam.
dates like in “Game Scoop! 643:
Deathloop - Perfect Stealth, Tons
of Style” for IGN just a few weeks
Britt
Baron
is
an
actress
but
reLily Ki or Lily Pichu, her online
ago. Tina Amini is a significant
cently made a massive impact on
persona name, is on the top
figure to look up to for anyone
the gaming community by being
list for creating video content
interested in gaming journalism.
the voice actress for Tifa Lockon YouTube and Twitch. She is
Li Xiaomeng, is known as
heart in the Final Fantasy 7 Refamous for playing League of
Liooon online and was the first
make that came out last year in
Legends (LOL) and showing off
woman to win the Hearthstone
the spring. Britt Baron Brought
her art skill and commentary
Grandmasters Global Finals and
the character of Tifa to life and
while playing. Lily Pichu plays a
win a BlizzCon Esports tourwon the hearts of fans overnight.
considerable role in influencing
nament on November 2, 2019.
This shows more to video games
her audience to purchase games
Liooon represented her China
than pretty graphics fun gameor items is if sometimes seen
but also women worldwide that
play but a strong need for female
as the face of LOL. Along with
consistently get belittled in pro
voice actors. There are still two
earning her place for being a
gaming and online. Liooon
parts left in the Final Fantasy 7
significant gamer, Lily Pichu has
shows that women need more
Remake, and fans cannot wait to
shown to be a great businessrespect in the world of gaming
see how Britt Baron will bring to
woman.
as they too can hold ChampionTifa next.
ships.

Mabel Addis is a gaming icon,
a role model, and an inspiration. Addis is the first female
game developer and worked
on the game The Sumerians in
1964. Mabel Addis might have
a long history of developing a
video game, but she opens the
door. The Sumerians is a game
meant to help students learn
in schools. Addis was first a
teacher a game developer second. Mabel Addis passed away
on August 13, 2004, but her
legacy on the gaming world
lives on.
Only a handful of women have
shaped the gaming industry,
with new innovating ideas,
breaking records, and creating
great entertainment. As more
cases of workplace harassment
are reported, it is our job as
fans who enjoy these fabulous
works of art to uphold the safety and well-being of our fantastic artists. And to not forget
the incredible women that have
to work harder to have a place
in a male-dominated field. As a
male, these women inspire me
and make me want to be better
and develop excellent content
on the same level as all the
women on this list.
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Frida Kahlo

Illustration and Article done by: Savannah Owens

Born in the early 1900’s, Frida Kahlo was a famous Mexican painter whose
work represented her life experiences and indigenous background. A majority
of her work is of her iconic self portraits showing beautiful colors, the pain she
experienced but also the passion.
Growing up she lived a hard life, when she was six years old she contracted the
virus Polio and was bed ridden for nine months. Then when she was eighteen
years old, she was in a horrible bus accident which caused her to be in a full
body cast for three months. I guess as the saying goes, everything happens for
a reason worked out in her case. Yeah she fractured her pelvis and spine but
this was also the time when she was introduced to painting! She used her art
to show how tough her life and how deteriorating her health was as time went
on. It’s so crazy to me how she was able to make such beautfiul pieces while in
a hospital bed for months on end. Honestly I think at that point I would’ve lost
my mind.

“I paint self
portraits
because I am so
often alone, because I am the
person I know
best.”
- Frida Kahlo

..........................................................................................................................................
The pointiliism you see to the left was made by looking at one of my favorite
self portraits of hers titled “Self-Portrait with Thorn Necklace and Hummingbird”. Painted in 1940, Frida put so many symbolic elements representing her
and her life in this portrait. She was known for being right on the line of realism and surrealism, and we can totally see that in this painting. For example,
someone would never on purpose wear a necklace of thorns which are cutting
into her skin making her bleed and have such a calm look on her face. This
is another way that Frida is showing who she endures whatever pain that life
throws at her, as we rarely ever see any smile in any of her sixty self portraits.
I personally love looking back at the works of old masters and being able to
recognize the amount of symbols they put into each piece. With this 16x24in
portrait we’re able to see a bird which often represents freedom and life, however Frida added her own twist to show the resemblance of the lifeless hummingbird to the expression on her face.
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National Museum

El Museo nacional de Arte Mejicano no es una galería
El Museo nacional de Arte Mejicano no es una galería
convencional, o un museo al uso, es un lugar para
convencional, o un museo al uso, es un lugar para
la celebración. Celebración del Arte, la cultura, las
la celebración. Celebración del Arte, la cultura, las
tradiciones e influencias que dan forma a la identidad
tradiciones e influencias que dan forma a la identidad
mejicana, a la Mexicanidad. Ubicado en el colorido
mejicana, a la Mexicanidad. Ubicado en el colorido
barrio de Pilsen y rodeado por una de las comunibarrio de Pilsen y rodeado por una de las comunidades Mejicanas más importantes de la ciudad, el
dades Mejicanas más importantes de la ciudad, el
museo es la mayor institucion cultural latina de los
museo es la mayor institucion cultural latina de los
Estados Unidos, una pieza fundamental del mapa
Estados Unidos, una pieza fundamental del mapa
cultural de Chicago,y un lugar de encuentro abierto a
cultural de Chicago,y un lugar de encuentro abierto a
todo el mundo.
todo el mundo.

Alfredo Areguín,
Areguín, Herencia;
Herencia; 2005
2005
Alfredo
Alfredo Areguín, Herencia; 2005
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La exposición permanente, "Nuestras historias: hisLa exposición permanente, "Nuestras historias: historias de la identidad mexicana", es un viaje a través
torias de la identidad mexicana", es un viaje a través
de la historia y las diferentes influencias que dieron
de la historia y las diferentes influencias que dieron
formaa la “mexicanidad”, la identidad mexican através
formaa la “mexicanidad”, la identidad mexican através
de la cultura el arte, las tradiciones y sus diferentes
de la cultura el arte, las tradiciones y sus diferentes
manifestaciones.
manifestaciones.

la casa de la M

A partir de imágenes románticas de mitos mayas y piezas arqueológiA partir de imágenes románticas de mitos mayas y piezas arqueológicas como estatuas antiguas o máscaras rituales, la primera parte de
cas como estatuas antiguas o máscaras rituales, la primera parte de
la exposición, "Historia de la identidad mexicana en Mesoamérica",
la exposición, "Historia de la identidad mexicana en Mesoamérica",
habla sobre la recuperación y reivindicación de las culturas nativas al
habla sobre la recuperación y reivindicación de las culturas nativas al
final de la Siglo XIX y principios del siglo XX. En conjunción con ese
final de la Siglo XIX y principios del siglo XX. En conjunción con ese
patrimonio, este primer espacio también muestra varias piezas que
patrimonio, este primer espacio también muestra varias piezas que
reflejan la influencia española, especialmente a través de la difusión
reflejan la influencia española, especialmente a través de la difusión
del catolicismo e íconos como la "Virgen de Guadalupe".
del catolicismo e íconos como la "Virgen de Guadalupe".
El resto de la muestra está conformada por obras de arte moderEl resto de la muestra está conformada por obras de arte moderno y contemporáneo de diferentes autores que, a través de su obra,
no y contemporáneo de diferentes autores que, a través de su obra,
muestran su visión de la identidad mexicana y, al mismo tiempo,
muestran su visión de la identidad mexicana y, al mismo tiempo,
contribuyen a forjarla. Algunas de estas obras de arte reinterpretan
contribuyen a forjarla. Algunas de estas obras de arte reinterpretan
motivos tradicionales, como “El Día de Muertos” o “El Águila y la
motivos tradicionales, como “El Día de Muertos” o “El Águila y la
Serpiente”, es el símbolo fundador de la antigua Tenochtitlán y fue
Serpiente”, es el símbolo fundador de la antigua Tenochtitlán y fue
adoptado como símbolo de la bandera nacional. Otras piezas brinadoptado como símbolo de la bandera nacional. Otras piezas brindan una visión mexicana de las vanguardias y movimientos artístidan una visión mexicana de las vanguardias y movimientos artísticos, como el cuadro “perceptualista” de Mario Castillo, Las ancencos, como el cuadro “perceptualista” de Mario Castillo, Las ancentrales memorias del Pueblo Mayahuel siguen respirando (1996).
trales memorias del Pueblo Mayahuel siguen respirando (1996).
El autor hace uso de las lineas y formas superpuestas para crear
El autor hace uso de las lineas y formas superpuestas para crear
ilusiones opticas surrealistas. Para apreciar la obra debe observarse
ilusiones opticas surrealistas. Para apreciar la obra debe observarse
durante cierto tiempo el punto central del cuadro. Tras unos segundurante cierto tiempo el punto central del cuadro. Tras unos segundos la fatiga visual provoca un movimiento perceptual debido a las
dos la fatiga visual provoca un movimiento perceptual debido a las
formas y el contraste de los colores.
formas y el contraste de los colores.
El cuadro fueexpuesto por primera vez como parte de una exposiEl cuadro fueexpuesto por primera vez como parte de una exposicion sobre la historia de los vecindarios de Pilsen/ Little Village y
cion sobre la historia de los vecindarios de Pilsen/ Little Village y
representa “el intercambio de culturas y fuerzas vitales indigenas que
representa “el intercambio de culturas y fuerzas vitales indigenas que
siguen presentes en las comunidades mejicanas sin importar dónde
siguen presentes en las comunidades mejicanas sin importar dónde
residan” afirma Castillo.
residan” afirma Castillo.

Las últimas tres salas, "Desarrollo de identidades mexicanas en
Las últimas tres salas, "Desarrollo de identidades mexicanas en
Estados Unidos", "Chicago, una identidad de inmigrante urbano" y
Estados Unidos", "Chicago, una identidad de inmigrante urbano" y
"El Arte es Político" están dedicadas a la construcción de la identidad
"El Arte es Político" están dedicadas a la construcción de la identidad
mexicana en suelo estadounidense. “A través de las diferentes obras
mexicana en suelo estadounidense. “A través de las diferentes obras
se puede apreciar la fusión entre elementos tradicionales mexicanos y
se puede apreciar la fusión entre elementos tradicionales mexicanos y
elementos de la cultura pop estadounidense”. En las distintas piezas
elementos de la cultura pop estadounidense”. En las distintas piezas
se mezclan luces de neón con calaveras o tacos y camionetas y represe mezclan luces de neón con calaveras o tacos y camionetas y representaciones de la estatua de la libertad reformulados con el enfoque
sentaciones de la estatua de la libertad reformulados con el enfoque
de la cultura chicana.
de la cultura chicana.
Estas salas también tienen un alto contenido de denuncia social a
Estas salas también tienen un alto contenido de denuncia social a
través del arte. Las diferentes obras representan los problemas de la
través del arte. Las diferentes obras representan los problemas de la

of Mexican Arts:
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Mexicanidad en Chicago
By: Almudena Yebra Romanillos
La exposición está conformada por una
serie de retratos que reflejan el rostro
chicano e incluye un taller de pintura
abierto al público impartido por las
artistas el 29 de junio de 12p.m. a 2p.m.
(es necesario registrarse llamando al
312-433-3941).

Mario Castillo, Las ancentrales memorias del Pueblo Mayahuel siguen respirando; 1996

población latina, con especial enfasis
en lasdificultades que las comunidades
mexicanas, han enfrentado y siguen
enfrentando a diario.
La odisea de cruzar la frontera, la explotación laboral, la frustración. de las
barreras de la vida sin papeles y la decepcion de descubrir que el sueño americano es en realidad el mito americano son
algunos de los temas reflejados.
Un ejemplo de estas obras de arte comprometido con los problemas y dificultades de la comunidad mxicana es No
puedo pasar Se trata de una obra que
documenta una de las performances de
la artista Ana Teresa Fernández, que en
2005, ataviada con “el pequeño vestido
negro que sirve como un prototipo de
prosperidad y feminidad en Estados
Unidos”, -como la artista lo describe-,
limpió la frontera de Tijuana San Diego
como una protesta contra la brutalidad
de el muro, así como una denuncia

contra los roles de genero y la explotación sexual femenina, “transformando el vestido negro en un simbolo
funerario” explica Fernández.

Mucho mas para ver

Además de estas exposiciones permanentes, el museo alberga exposiciones
temporales de artistas contemporáneos
y eventos de todo tipo. Del 10 de septiembre al 12
de diciembre
de 2021, se
exhibirá en
la galería
principal la
exposición
“Reencuadrando
la comunidad: Ester
Hernández y
Shizu Saldamando”.

1

Entre los meses de octubre y noviembre,
con motivo del Día de Muertos, una de
las fiestas tradicionales más emblemáticas, el museo pondrá en marcha un
inmenso programa con actividades de
todo tipo como, la exposición “Día de
Muertos: A Time to Grieve & Remember”, que estará en exhibición del 10 de
septiembre al 12 de diciembre de 2021
y la fiesta “Dia de los Muertos: Love
Never Dies Ball” el 6 de noviembre. Para
obtener más información sobre horarios,
fechas e inscripciones, puede visitar el
sitio web del museo: (https://nationalmuseumofmexicanart.org/).
Ana Teresa Fernandez; 2005 No puedo
pasar (documentación de la performance
en la frontera de Tijuana San Diego)
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Artist: Andrea Mendoza
Name: Reconciliation
About the piece:
I made this painting during one of the most difficult
times of my life, which also turned out to be one of
the best times of my life in terms of personal growth.
This painting is a representation of the personal
space we hold within ourselves, our space of peace
and quiet, our inner “womb”, the place where we can
always return to and find ourselves again.
This painting is a representation of getting back to
my inner self and finding in me the inspiration, the
spirit, and the
creativity that define me, and giving my heart to her
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Influential Chicago Artist
By: Andrea Mendoza

Scan me!

Where did you grow up, when did you start making art?
I grew up on the Northside of Chicago, near Irving Park.
I started making art when I was a kid, I was into drawing manga and other cartoons. I never thought being a working artist was something that could be feasible for me until I got outof high school. I’m the most creative person in my generation in my family. Everyone else has gone down a traditional career route.
I never identified with the idea of the “black sheep” because they’ve always been supportive, but finding community within the artistic realm winded up being
way more important than I anticipated.

What do you wish you knew about becoming an artist when you were growing up?
To an extent, whether it’s Amanda Williams or Cheryl Pope, we are off taking a road off a beaten path and having peers to lean on while in the thick of it is
essential.

How did you decide to become an artist? Anything you want to share?
I don’t think I ever decided to become an artist per se, I found out I actually enjoy design quite a bit in community college. My major winded up being in Art,
Media and Design with a minor in Business. But I don’t think they allow that degree anymore because there are too many blurred lines for the requirements.
Which is to say, I think I am an artist and designer. They say that design has a function while art can have a role, but isn’t always intentionally leading the
audience to a specific conclusion, like an Exit sign would, for example. Design can have elements of art and vice versa. There’s a reason why people like album
cover art or vintage film posters.

What is your favorite work so far?
I have a favorite piece with gold leaf on it. It was an objective piece that was out of my comfort zone but just winded up being so proud of.

If you listen to music, what is your favorite genre while working? Does it depend on the subject or circumstance in the process?
I listen to all types of music, sometimes if it’s just repetitive, tedious work I can just put a podcast on in the background. If I’m stressed I might listen to something soft in the Astrud Gilberto or Kali Uchis, Tame Impala type of soft. But if I need energy, it could be anything from house to reggaeton or rap. The music
choice has less to do with the project than it does with regulating the energy that I need to put into it.
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Who do you hope to inspire and influence with your art, if anybody at all?
I hope to inspire anyone who feels like they can’t express themselves fully or wants to give up. I’m bisexual, Puerto Rican, a woman and under a
certain age. A lot of the murals in the city are curated and executed by straight, cisgender men, many the galleries are owned by men, the restaurants that hold shows for artists are also often owned and ran by men. It feels incredibly significant, not only in my career but as a person of color
to have 100 sq ft of my art in a food hall in downtown Chicago. Bianca’s BBQ is right below one of the main murals, the owner of that restaurant
is a friend recommended me to do the job. Going back to ideas of culture and roots, embedded in that is also restaurant culture and Latino culture - looking out for one another even when you’re not in the same room and giving one another a leg up when you can. So to the 40 year old
who put their pencil down years ago or the 6th grader who decided drafting is cooler than sports, I want to inspire the people that really need it.

How does your experience as. PuertoRican artist differ from that of other artists? Do you think it differs your experience at all?
I didn’t realize how being from a Caribene background would influence my art until I got to look at the work of a lot my peers and just perceive
life from a completely different place. I worked throughout all of college, I never lived on campus. I can remember Hurricane Maria happening,
making work about it and remembering how most of the people in my class had never even heard about it. I knew it was a privilege to be in a
place where I could educate or at least raise awareness, but there was also this dual feeling of being this utterly solitary messenger. I was often one
of two or three other minorites in the art classes I was in, which is something I never experienced growing up and going to grammar school in
Logan Square. (Clemente High School used to have a Preschool believe it or not, that’s how old I am). Anyways, all to say that I think I had to pry
every creative bone out of my body during the quarter and when I would run out of ideas, I would just lean towards ideas of my culture. One of
my biggest digital projects was a big hibiscus, which is the Puerto Rico national flower. It’s not to say that my peers didn’t know what it was like to
have family in a commonwealth with no power or resources, but I joined an art club on campus not too long after that. Being around other people
of color in the same space I had been spending so much time by myself was the spirit lift that I never knew I needed.

Do you have any upcoming shows or collaborations that particularly excite you?
Pancakes and booze is a cool show that I’ve been wanting to go to that is coming up that is annual. I know that Urbanspace is looking to do a sort
of pop-up vendor situation once the dust settles from the opening so I’m looking forward to that. Spudnik studios has their new member show at
the end of October, I’ll be a member soon so I’ll be there.
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Photo Credits: Brenda Hernandez
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Collage of past Que Ondee Sola Issues done by Savannah Owens
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The Beginning of the Union for Puerto Rican Students and

Que Ondee Sola
The first issue of Que Ondee Sola was published on
January 27, 1972, almost fifty years ago. As is no doubt
advertised on the cover of this issue, it is now the oldest
Puerto Rican/Latinx student publication in the United
States. Clearly, the students who started this fledgling
newspaper did not expect such longevity, or that they
would outlast their peers. It is impossible to say what,
or how many, unique qualities led QOS to survive as it
has, to adapt with ever-changing times, to react to its
environment while also contributing to it.
The origin story of QOS begins with the Union for
Puerto Rican Students, founded in September 1970 at
Northeastern Illinois State College. It originated as an
idea among three students: Samuel Flores, Héctor Luis
Rosario, and Miguel Ríos, who would serve as its first
president. On recommendation from Chuck Torre,
another of the founding members, it was named the
Union for Puerto Rican Students to display inclusivity.
In the early 1970s, colleges and universities were unquestionably white spaces, where most students and
virtually all staff and faculty were white. This echoed
the high school experience of many Puerto Ricans
growing up in Chicago that had led to a feeling of
unwelcomeness or outright hostility on the part of the
institutions they were required to interact with.
When the first meeting was advertised, the founders
expected that maybe ten people might show up. Instead, over fifty people showed up for the first meeting.
The UPRS had captured the imagination of the Puerto
Rican

By: Robert Johnson
Background photo; Old QOS Issue; Chuck Torre
(mustache) and Hector Luis Rosario (beard)
talking; At turntable is Miguel Rios

Student body at Northeastern, but also many other
underrepresented groups and their allies. As with
all other student organizations, the UPRS required
a full-time faculty member to serve as their sponsor, but there were no Puerto Rican faculty at that
time. Ben Coleman, an African American professor of Spanish, served as their first sponsor.
QOS was not the only major accomplishment of
this remarkable and ambitious group of students
in 1972. They successfully lobbied to have Maximino Torres, a Northeastern graduate himself, hired
as the first full-time Puerto Rican faculty member
at what was now Northeastern Illinois University.

They also created Proyecto Pa’lante, a recruitment and
undertaken by the staff of QOS. The founder and first
academic counseling program for Latinx students.
editor of QOS, Chuck Torre, had previously worked on
They invited numerous guest speakers to campus, and
the student newspaper at Gordon Tech High School,
they helped to organize action in the community outbringing with him the necessary know-how about the
side the University.
mundane details required for a publication to funcPerhaps one reason this year was such a successful one
tion, a skill for passionate writing, and the fearlessness
was due to the communication and outreach effort
to negotiate with school officials to receive necessary
QOS Members: Samuel Flores; top left
resources and independence to succeed in publication.
There is too much to say about the many accomplishments of QOS during its first year in this short article,
but I must allow the founding staff to speak for themselves on their mission, as articulated in their Yearbook from December 1972:
“Que Ondee Sola, translated into English, means ‘May
it Wave Alone.’ It refers to our Puerto Rican flag and
expresses a sentiment that we are sure is imbedded deep
in the hearts of every Puerto Rican and, for that matter,
in the hearts of every man. It says, ‘I am my own man,
and I can deal with every other man on equal and mutual terms.’ We believe this to be a primary goal of every
individual – for it is, really, a guarantee of dignity.
“Que Ondee Sola was started in January of 1972 for the
purpose of:
1.
Bettering communication and understanding
between minority students (particularly Puerto Ricans)
and the rest of the college community.
2.
Continuing contact with our Puerto Rican community so that we as university students don’t lose sight
of our main duty of staying within that community to
assure its progress in every area; and so that, at the same
time, our community is aware of our existence and of
our intentions so that they can be our guides.
3.
Finally, as an instrument for Education whereby
we can inform ourselves and others about our history,
culture, literature, etc…
“Que Ondee Sola is published twice a month and circulates within Northeastern, the Puerto Rican community, High Schools with a concentration of Puerto Rican
students, and individual subscribers including some in
foreign countries.”
First Puerto Rican mural in Chicago, at North Ave &
Artesian; January 1975; Initiated by Hector Rosario
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Taina Girl
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Artist: Andrea Mendoza
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End These Games
“Loneliness in life
In fantasy life is a
blissful finale”
Part of the Greatest.
“Admiration to
Be great, will bring doubts and hate
To one’s soul and heart”
Lonely Gamer Boy.
“Silence in the streets
Roaring in my head and home
Silence in my heart”
In My Mind
“Heart beats, eyes meet, lock
Look away, heart stays, is it
Love or just tonight”
Love?
“Adventure and joy
Invigorate and crazy
Rapid and Shocking”
Life In Fantasy
“Civilization
Goes up in flames, destroy, end
This is my escape.”

By: Alec Sancen
Photo Credit: unsplash

Fútil quimera
¿Cómo será?
¿Cómo serán sus Calles?
Nunca imaginé convertirte en una fútil quimera.
¿Cómo será tu gente? ¡Mi gente!
A veces te veo.
Me desprendo de mi cuerpo y viajo por las noches.
Subo a las alturas y te imagino.
Atravieso mares y grandes montañas.
Peleó con monstruas gigantes para llegar a ti.
Me paseo por todos tus rincones con gran emoción.
En silencio te disfruto, a la luz de la inmensa luna.
Me siento como un niño arrullado en su cuna.
Te veo alegre, colorida luchando, más fuerte que nunca. Luchando con fuerzas prestadas.
Me recibes con brazos abiertos, y petulante sonrisa.
Sollozas de felicidad al verme de nuevo.
Me dices que me extrañas, que estás orgullosa de mis logros.
Me pides que regrese, que NO te abandone más.
¡Si supieras cuanto he sufrido el infinito Adiós!
¡Si supieras cuanto te extraño!
Cuanta añoranza. ¡Que hermosa esta!
Te veo próspera, feliz. Sonriendo con sonrisa fingida.
¡Cuánto has cambiado!
¿Cuándo caminaré por tus suelos benditos de nuevo?
Quizá nunca… solo Dios sabrá.
No sé cuál será el epílogo de esta historia.
Pero en mis recuerdos siempre vivirás,
como esa quimera inalcanzable.
Te tengo tan presente como el día de la funesta partida.
Quizá hoy soy extranjero para ti.
Quizá no me recuerdes más.
Quizá un día te olvides por completo de mí.
Pero te aseguro que yo nunca me olvidaré de ti.
Olvidarme de ti, sería olvidarme de qué vientre nací.
No hay un solo día de Dios, que no recuerde todo lo que vivimos juntos.
Siempre te amare y luchare por poner tu nombre en alto.
¡Honduras patria mía…Quimera mía!
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photo via unsplash.

Kelvin Trejo

RIP to my beautiful
grandmother Diana
Waldschmidt, your gentle and kind spirit lives
on within my soul.

RIP Jose Mendoza and
Gustavo Mendoza. I miss
you and remember you
always. Love- Andi
RIP to my former boss Thomas Griffin director of the language lab at the NEIU Ronald
Williams library. The fight
will continue on for disability
rights and universal healthcare.
RIP to Gabby Petito, we never
knew you personally but now
we, the whole world, know
your light.
RIP to Javier Morales, a
martyr of hurricane
Maria, my cousin, a hero
of Puerto Rico.

RIP to my great grandmother
Lorraine Geyer.

RIP to my paternal
grandmother Gladys
Morales. El espíritu de la
doña borinqueña fuerte
pero dulce corre por
nuestra sangre eterna.
RIP to Adam Toledo, un espíritu
joven e injustificadamente quitado.
RIP to my grandpa
Cosme Pérez. El don respetable y amoroso que ya
está por fin acompañado
por su gran doña Gladys
Morales.

Rest In
Peace to Luis
Pérez, my
silly, loving,
and carefree uncle.
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